
tell disclose
reveal

uncover

announce

narrate
inform

advise

explain
declare

command

order

recount
bid

repeat



 To give new or secret information to
someone

disclose

 He refused to disclose details of
the reporter



 To give someone a piece of
 information that is surprising or that
previously secret

reveal

 The teacher pressed him to reveal
more information



 To discover something that had been
.secret or hidden

uncover

evidence A plot
 A

secret

The truth

 I uncovered the truth to the
teacher



 To tell people about something
officially

 

announce

 The teacher will announce the
results next week



declare

 To announce something publicly or
 officially

 The teacher declared that our
class is the best

 The scientists have declared that
this meat is save to eat



narrate

 .To tell the story in a book, play, etc

 Peter and the wolf,” narrated by“
.actress Glenn Close



inform
 To tell someone about something or 
 to give someone information about

something

 If you annoys me again, I shall
inform the teacher



advise
 To give someone official information

about something
.They were advised of their rights

 To  make a suggestion about what
 you think someone should do o how

they should do something

 His doctor advised him to take
time off work



explain
 To make something clear or easy to

 understand by giving reasons for it or
details about it

?Can you explain why you did this

 Can you explain to me who this mobile
?phone works



command

To order someone to do something

 The teacher commanded me to write
.my name



order
 To give someone an instruction that

they must obey

 The teacher ordered us to come
quickly



recount

To tell a story or describe an event

 He was recounting a story about a
.woman he had met on a train



bid
 To say goodbye, or good night,  good

..…morning

She bade her guests good night



repeat
 To tell someone something that

someone else has told you

 I’ve got some news for you but you
mustn’t repeat it to anyone


